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Load Board

With the new Load Board functionality
our dispatchers can oﬀer you cargoes
directly in your TrackEnsure App.

Load Board
When our dispatcher is oﬀering you a cargo, they send all the
necessary information to your TrackEnsure App:
- load and unload locations
- the loading date
- driver’s distance from the loading location
- total distance
- the cost of the order
- parameters of the cargo and the trailer
Driver can react by clicking on one of the 3 buttons:
Reject - driver rejects the oﬀer
Discuss - driver wants to further discuss the details with the
dispatcher
Book - driver accepts the cargo
After clicking on ‘Discuss’ or ‘Book’ buttons, the oﬀer moves to ‘My
Loads’ tab.

Load Board
‘My Loads’ tab has all the cargoes in which the driver expressed
interest:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Dispatched - cargoes that the driver is about to pick up
Book - cargoes that the driver is ready to load
Discuss - cargoes in which the driver is interested, but he wants
to further clarify the details
Covered - cargoes in which the driver was interested, however
another driver was assigned (will vanish from the list once the
pick up date passed)
Delivered - delivered cargoes (will disappear from the list after 1
month)

Load Board
After driver expresses his interest in a cargo,
additional information and functionality emerge,
such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adding comments
Dispatchers’ comments are shown in
parentheses (‘123’ on the picture)
Ability to email the dispatcher regarding the
cargo
Ability to call the dispatcher
Option to leave your phone number for the
dispatcher to call you back

Load Board
Android

iOS
The Load Board
functionality can be
disabled in the Driver
Profile or in Settings.
To turn oﬀ the
notifications, please go to
the ‘Load Board’ tab and
click on the bell sign in the
right upper corner.

Load Board activation for all the drivers
Fleet Manager can activate or deactivate the ‘Load Board’ functionality for all the drivers by checking
the box ‘Send Loads offers to Drivers’ which is located in Settings -> Options -> System Options ->
section ‘Dispatching’.

Load Board activation for a particular driver
Fleet Manager can activate or deactivate the Load Board for a particular driver by checking the box
‘Activate Load Board’ which is located in Drivers’ Profile (Settings -> Driver -> Driver Name ->
Update)

